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Puzzle Agent is a narrative adventure with puzzle solving elements. Solve the puzzles, and explore the town. In each of five
chapters, you will be exposed to objects, locations, and characters that, when combined, provide clues that can be used to

progress the story further. Mysteries unravel! Play Demo: Story: Please Note: This game will be available in episodic release.
Please visit for more information! Follow me on Twitter: Like me on Facebook: Follow me on Instagram: Official website:

Seasons Pass Savings! Puzzle Agent on Steam: - Steampowered.com - Enjoy the Steam version of Puzzle Agent, the series from
the creators of Sam & Max Hit the Road...and be sure to pick up the seasons pass for unlimited access to all the content in all
the seasons! Please visit for more information! Follow me on Twitter: Like me on Facebook: Follow me on Instagram: Official
website: In the second episode of the new series, the Scoggins' Eraser Co. is asked to look into otherworldly abnormalities

plaguing a remote town in Maine. The questions immediately grow more profound. Please visit for more information! Follow me
on Twitter: Like me on Facebook: Follow me on Instagram: Official website: In the first of five exciting episodes, the Scoggins'

Eraser Co. finds itself with a

Features Key:
A brand-new design, five gigantic monsters,

the same innovative music and events system from HD147,
all AudioTune lessons from HD147,
designed for 5 different brain types,

thousands of questions,
and the two biggest size bonuses ever created.

***

Read more at

Magnesium_173 Online Scanner
Magnesium_173 Online Scanner is the perfect companion app to the Magnesium_173 game. Scan the QR code in the Magnesium_173 app to start your mission. Learn quickly which items may be beneficial for your quest and save your food for the hard work. Magnesium_173 Online Scanner will guide
you to the best foods for your objectives. 

Proverbs

Don't underestimate the value of a small meal.
Winners listen to hunger, others to screaming.
The harder you work the more you can eat.
The hardest thing of all to do is nothing.
You can eat all the food you want, but if you don't ask, no one will.
Enough said...
Proverbs daily tip: 
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